Abstract. Monitoring unused (or on dark d efault ) IP addresses offers opportunities to extract useful information about both on-going and new attack patterns. In recent years, different techniques have been used to analyze such traffic including sequential analysis where a change in traffic behavior, for example change in mean, is used as an indication of malicious activity. Change points themselves say little about detected change; further data processing is necessary for the extraction of useful information and to identify the exact cause of the detected change which is limited due to the size and nature of observed traffic. In this paper, we address the problem of analyzing a large volume of such traffic by correlating change points identified in different traffic parameters. The significance of the proposed technique is two-fold. Firstly, automatic extraction of information related to change points by correlating change points detected across multiple traffic parameters. Secondly, validation of the detected change point by the simultaneous presence of another change point in a different parameter. Using a real network trace collected from unused IP addresses, we demonstrate that the proposed technique enables us to not only validate the change point but also extract useful information about the causes of change points.
Introduction
Different techniques [1, 2, 3] have been proposed to monitor network traffic for malicious content. One compelling technique is to monitor unused IP addresses spaces [3, 4, 5, 6] as this traffic has no reason to exist. Due to the absence of any legitimate activity associated with such addresses, the traffic observed is a result of different abnormal activities like traffic from hosts infected by worms, traffic generated by network probing tools or viruses, traffic from misconfigured nodes and backscatter traffic from distributed denial of service attacks. This provides an added advantage to network security researchers as the analysis is not complicated or distracted by complex, hard to analyze, legitimate traffic. While monitoring such addresses has been used for forensics [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and attack detection [13, 14, 15] , the analysis of traffic is largely a manual process. In this paper, we address this limitation of manual root cause identification and validation by correlating change points among different network traffic parameters. We do this by monitoring multiple network traffic parameters in parallel and applying change detection techniques on each of the monitored parameter separately.
Several characteristics can be used to define normal network behavior including traffic dynamics such as the type of traffic, volume of traffic and delay experienced by the network. One of the key observations in differentiating between normal and anomalous activity is the change in traffic dynamics. During normal operations traffic dynamics usually remain constant or vary slowly over time whereas during malicious activity they no longer remain relatively constant [16, 17] . Detection of malicious activities can thus be considered a change detection problem, with the aim being to detect a change in traffic parameters as quickly as possible [16] . In terms of darknet traffic, abrupt changes are likely to be indicative of an outbreak of a new type of malicious activity. The timely detection and automated characterization of such outbreaks is the goal of the research presented in this paper.
In change detection, there is a sequence of observations whose statistical properties change at some unknown point in time and the goal is to detect this change as soon as possible. Usually extraction of information related to the change point is done by manual analysis which is not only time consuming but also limited due to the nature and size of the collected data.
In this paper, correlation of change points among different traffic parameters is used to automatically extract the information related to the anomaly. The significance of the proposed technique is two-fold. Firstly, automatic extraction of information related to change points by correlating change points detected across multiple traffic parameters; and secondly, validation of detected change point by the simultaneous presence of another change point in a different parameter.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the related work and details our contributions. A brief overview of the change detection technique is provided in Section 3. Section 4 provides detail of the proposed change point correlation technique. Section 5 details the data used in this paper and explains the traffic parameter being considered. Experimental results are provided in Section 6. Finally a conclusion and future directions are given in Section 7.
Related Work
The idea to use change detection techniques for detecting different anomalous behavior has existed for some time. Change detection has been used in analyzing network traffic to identify different traffic anomalies including worm detection [18, 19] , denial of service and distributed denial of service attack detection [20, 21, 22, 23] , scan detection [17] and anomaly/fault detection [24, 25, 26] . Due to its simplicity and effectiveness, change detection has also been used in the analysis of unwanted traffic collected from unused IP addresses. In this regard Bu et al. [27] proposed detecting a worm outbreak based on a change in the
